
A Day in the Life of an 
Independence Middle 

School Student
Remote and Hybrid Option



IMS in a “Full Remote Start”
A typical day for an IMS student in a “Full Remote Start” would include getting up 
at a reasonable hour so that the student can be ready to start their school day by 
7:25 AM virtually.

The student will log into Schoology for their first period class by 7:25 AM.  The 
student will also access the homeroom folder in their schoology account to submit 
their attendance for the day between 7:25 AM-7:35 AM.  The student will submit 
this form daily.  

Depending on your grouping you will either join the teacher for the live class 
interaction or, if you are a student who is asynchronous, you will work on the 
material found on Schoology according to your rotation.  



How does the day progress in a “Full Remote” 
environment on a “Live Instruction” day?

Live Instruction Group

Students in this grouping 
will log into each class via 
Schoology and attend the 
live instruction portion of 
their class via the link 
provided in Schoology for 
live conferencing.  
Students will be expected 
to login at the start of the 
class period.

7:25-8:17 First Period (The first 10 minutes of the period will be 
for attendance purposes).  The instructional period is from 7:35 
AM-8:17 AM.
8:20-9:02  Second Period
9:05-9:47 Third Period
9:50-10:32 Fourth Period
10:35-11:17 Fifth Period
11:20-12:02 Sixth Period
12:05-12:47 Seventh Period
12:50-1:32 Eighth Period
1:35-2:25 Ninth Period (Instructional TIme is 1:35-2:17.  We are 
prepping for the Hybrid piece that will hold the same schedule but 
will need additional time for a staggered release to the buses.  
However, building routine for the students is an important piece so 
we would like to keep the routine the same between remote and 
hybrid time schedules..



What is the schedule for the two groupings?
Monday (Odd) Tuesday (Odd) Wednesday 

(Even)
Thursday 
(Even)

Friday (Odd Wk 
1 Even Wk 2)

Group - A Live Interaction Asynchronous Live Interaction Asynchronous Asynchronous

Remote Gr. A Live Interaction Asynchronous Live Interaction Asynchronous Asynchronous

Group - B Asynchronous Live Interaction Asynchronous Live Interaction Asynchronous

Remote Gr. B Asynchronous Live Interaction Asynchronous Live Interaction Asynchronous

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Hybrid - A Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5

Remote - A Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5

Hybrid - B Lesson 5 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4

Remote - B Lesson 5 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4
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What are students doing virtually when engaged on 
“Live Instruction” days?
Students who are interacting with the teacher on “Live Instruction” days will have 
direct contact with a smaller group of students where the teacher is giving them 
QUALITY facetime.  This quality time will have much greater benefit to the student 
than trying to spread the teacher out amongst 25-27 students who are online at 
the same time.  This also scaffolds our teacher’s acquisition of digital skills to 
manage this shift as we progress to a hybrid phase where students will be 
physically present and remotely present.

Students will be asked to do more online tasks during a live instruction day.  It will 
entail a greater amount of screen time but that will be offset by two days a week of 
live instruction in the Full Remote option vs. three days asynchronous where more 
opportunities exist for offline work.



Hypothetical Lesson Design in this Environment
In the previous lesson delivered asynchronously, students were introduced to the 
concepts that drove the world into war in September of 1939 by reading a source 
document that demonstrates the ideas of Nationalism, Imperialism, Fascism, 
Totalitarianism, Nazism,  and Isolationism.  The teacher had the students then 
preview the definitions for the “-isms” using the following Prezi:

https://prezi.com/mgfxt6mgp9m6/the-isms-of-wwii/

On the live day of instruction the teacher walks the students through case scenarios of 
how the source document exemplifies the -isms.  The teacher goes on to build 
understandings for the viewpoints by role playing with students, placing them in these 
roles, and what feelings that may elicit.  Students then provide a written response of 
which “ism” they feel was the most influential from their viewpoint  with textual 
evidence..

https://prezi.com/mgfxt6mgp9m6/the-isms-of-wwii/


How does the day progress in a “Full Remote” 
environment on an “Asynchronous” Day?

Asynchronous Instruction Group

Students in this grouping will log into 
each class via Schoology.  Students 
will accomplish the instructional 
material that is assigned to the 
student.  While the student is not 
confined to the period by period 
schedule for their classwork other 
than logging in by 7:25 to first period, 
they are encouraged to use the 
period schedule so that they stay on 
track and are ready for the next 
day’s live instruction.

7:25-8:17 First Period (the first 10 minutes of the period will be for 
attendance purposes).  The instructional period is from 7:35 AM-8:17 AM.
8:20-9:02  Second Period
9:05-9:47 Third Period
9:50-10:32 Fourth Period
10:35-11:17 Fifth Period
11:20-12:02 Sixth Period
12:05-12:47 Seventh Period
12:50-1:32 Eighth Period
1:35-2:25 Ninth Period (Instructional TIme is 1:35-2:17.  We are prepping 
for the Hybrid piece that will hold the same schedule but will need additional 
time for a staggered release to the buses.  However, building routine for the 
students is an important piece so we would like to keep the routine the same 
between models.



What are students doing virtually when engaged on 
“Asynchronous” days?

Students will work through the asynchronous content throughout the day.  This will 
require students to work independently and also, at times, collaboratively with 
peers.

Students requiring additional assistance per an IEP or 504 service agreement will 
have additional live interaction on these days with paras or with support teachers 
to accomplish tasks.

Students will have less overall screen time on an asynchronous day due to the self 
paced nature of the content.   Students can have breaks within that structure as 
necessary.  Asynchronous activities do not always equate to online activities.



Hypothetical Lesson Design on an Asynchronous 
Day
Students in a Pre-Algebra math class will study the concept of surface area by looking at a painter 
in a real life context as they plan for a job.  Students will view the teacher made video on finding 
surface area.  Students will break from the computer to do a drawing of any room in their house.  
Students will list the measurements of each wall on their drawing.  Students will be asked to cost a 
gallon of paint on any website and write the cost as well as the square foot coverage per gallon.

The next day during live instruction, the teacher gives direct instruction on finding surface area.  
Students will use their drawings to conduct the calculations and then compute the cost to do the 
room using the research they did from the previous asynchronous day.  The teacher will then 
scaffold that anticipatory set into finding surface area of triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, cubes, 
and right prisms building on what was reinforced through simple surface area calculations.



Teacher Made 
Math Example 
Mrs. Scheuerle, math teacher at IMS, 
constructed this piece of instructional 
content as an introductory lesson for 
this coming school year.  Notice how 
she integrated formative assessment 
about the content into her video using 
EdPuzzle.  This plugin to Schoology 
allows teachers to focus students on 
the content by assessing them 
throughout.  This is clearly better than 
just playing a video with practice to 
follow.  The teacher then is following 
up with a practice session for the 
students to work on the skill using 
GoFormative.  Both will give teacher 
the feedback of who is understanding 
the material.

https://edpuzzle.com/media/5f34c4ad5f4ae83f2e12df09


Teacher Made 
Science Example
Mr. Schaum, IMS science teacher, 
used this video as an anticipatory 
set for the concept of Bohr Models.  
The teacher followed up with 
student practice for Bohr models of 
the first 18 elements looking at the 
electron patterns for these 
elements.  This is an example of 
how the student would not be on 
the computer the whole time as the 
activity includes them drawing their 
own Bohr Models outside of the 
virtual environment.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1NJsrFruZ9tdnE0GUKtVfmt1FEoRhTZQ1/preview


Teacher Made 
Language Arts 
Example

Mrs. Welsh, IMS Langauge 
Arts teacher, introduced a 
science fiction lesson with 
her students followed up by 
a class discussion and 
analysis of a science fiction 
piece. The students read 
and also watched a video 
interpretation of the book.  
In the discussion group, 
students had to cite what 
they liked better and why.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/16PapPUWdlDgdv10TAoBm4P2SwixKZ3DP/preview


Teacher Made Art 
Example
In this example, Mrs. Persi, 
IMS Art teacher, designed an 
experience to meet her 
curricular goals by utilizing the 
Carnegie Museum as a basis 
for the instruction.  The teacher 
used a well designed activity 
sheet and supporting video to 
demonstrate the steps the 
students would need to take.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JvyAxaw68vp0eh5qe4YHVOHY7-Rjkipa/preview
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e3um1PSzX0_pBkyr7L7EPQNqA-rZSrKCu0C7TrrBwag/edit


Teacher Made 
Music Example
Zach Cable, IMS music teacher, 
created this asynchronous lesson to 
fulfill his curricular goals by having 
students compose a piece using a web 
based product called Song Maker.  
Students reinforced taught concepts 
regarding musical notation and 
composition through this activity.  The 
teacher had a teacher made guided 
sheet that the students used in 
conjunction with the video. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CVCY3uX3WN8ywLEyAfSBQ8oUNYD4fxqn2fEZyvUA1wQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OBlXVLWPAkHuPmcLZLzQtzE_X67koxu4/preview


Teacher Made Math 
Asynchronous Content

In this example the teacher uses 
manipulatives to scaffold the 
conceptual understanding of 
solving two step equations.  
Notice as well the teacher is 
using language that the students 
can connect to.  As an example,  
the teacher says, “you know how 
much I love Algebra tiles”.  This 
personal connection are the 
types of things that make teacher 
made materials more effective 
than general instructional 
content.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KCf5MVU9-UZPl8lQta_944oPAmXMSGS0/preview


Shifting to a Hybrid model of instruction

● The bell schedule will remain the same as it was in full remote.
● Students that are physically present in the building will naturally have more 

immediate feedback on content.
● Increase of hands on experiences using district equipment that can’t be 

replicated at home.
● Student socialization will occur more naturally, which is a very important 

aspect of school in general.
● Benefit of moving students forward into clearer routines that they are used to.  

There is safety and comfort in routine as well as increased follow through.



What would a hybrid and remote schedule look like?
Monday (Odd) Tuesday (Odd) Wednesday 

(Even)
Thursday (Even) Friday (Odd Wk 

1 Even Wk 2)

Hybrid - A In-School Remote 
Asynchronous

In-School Remote 
Asynchronous

Remote 
Asynchronous

Remote - A Live Interaction Remote 
Asynchronous

Live Interaction Remote 
Asynchronous

Remote 
Asynchronous

Hybrid - B Remote 
Asynchronous

In-School Remote 
Asynchronous

In-School Remote 
Asynchronous

Remote - B Remote 
Asynchronous

Live Interaction Remote 
Asynchronous

Live Interaction Remote 
Asynchronous

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Hybrid - A Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5

Remote - A Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5

Hybrid - B Lesson 5 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4

Remote - B Lesson 5 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4
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When would students be able to get a break from the 
screen when remote?
● Students will have 42 minutes each day for lunch.  
● Students will have the ability to work through asynchronous material at their 

pace on remote days.  Students can take breaks as necessary.
● Not all asynchronous work will require screen time as was pointed out in the 

previous examples with the student mapping out the room or the illustrations 
of Bohr models in science class.


